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Abstract

Large Language Models (LLMs) are widely used across vari-
ous domains, processing millions of daily requests. This surge
in demand poses significant challenges in optimizing through-
put and latency while keeping costs manageable. The Key-
Value (KV) cache, a standard method for retaining previous
computations, makes LLM inference highly bounded by mem-
ory. While batching strategies can enhance performance, they
frequently lead to significant memory fragmentation. Even
though cutting-edge systems like vLLM mitigate KV cache
fragmentation using paged Attention mechanisms, they still
suffer from inefficient memory and computational operations
due to the tightly coupled page management and computation
kernels.

This study introduces the vTensor, an innovative tensor
structure for LLM inference based on GPU virtual mem-
ory management (VMM). vTensor addresses existing lim-
itations by decoupling computation from memory defrag-
mentation and offering dynamic extensibility. Our framework
employs a CPU-GPU heterogeneous approach, ensuring ef-
ficient, fragmentation-free memory management while ac-
commodating various computation kernels across different
LLM architectures. Experimental results indicate that vTensor
achieves an average speedup of 1.86× across different models,
with up to 2.42× in multi-turn chat scenarios. Additionally,
vTensor provides average speedups of 2.12× and 3.15× in
kernel evaluation, reaching up to 3.92× and 3.27× compared
to SGLang Triton prefix-prefilling kernels and vLLM paged
Attention kernel, respectively. Furthermore, it frees approx-
imately 71.25% (57GB) of memory on the NVIDIA A100
GPU compared to vLLM, enabling more memory-intensive
workloads.

∗Equal contribution.
§Cong Guo and Junping Zhao are corresponding authors.

1 Introduction

The rapid advancement of large language models (LLMs)
[7, 61] has transformed various domains, including natural
language processing [39], recommendation systems [14], and
autonomous driving [13]. Prominent models such as Chat-
GPT [8, 43], LLaMA [52, 53], and Mixtral [33] now process
millions of requests daily. This surge in demand challenges
the underlying infrastructure, primarily due to the high compu-
tational costs of processing these requests. Therefore, serving
systems must balance high throughput with low latency to
ensure cost-effectiveness and maintain user satisfaction.

In conjunction with the autoregressive mechanism of
LLMs [54], the Key-Value (KV) cache [46] has become a
standard method for storing previous Keys (K) and Values (V)
without recomputation. This approach computes Attention
only to the newest tokens, thereby accelerating LLM execu-
tion. As a result, LLMs have become highly memory-bound
applications, as frequently noted in the literature [34, 47]. To
enhance computational efficiency, batching multiple requests
into a single batch is a widely adopted optimization strategy
to improve LLM serving performance [45, 59].

However, batching often leads to significant memory frag-
mentation within the KV cache owing to different sequence
lengths of different requests, as illustrated in Figure 1(a). Tra-
ditional LLM systems typically pre-allocate contiguous mem-
ory space for up to 4096 tokens, based on a predefined maxi-
mum request length. To ensure compatibility with optimized
libraries such as cuBLAS [10, 51] and efficient execution,
all requests are padded to uniform length and batch size, re-
sulting in substantial fragmentation. According to previous
studies [34] and our observations, the fragmentation ratio can
reach up to approximately 70% of the total 80 GB memory in
the GPU A100, causing significant resource wastage.

Therefore, defragmenting the KV cache is critical for per-
formance improvements as it reduces memory usage and
increases the inference batch size. Previous studies, such as
vLLM [57], introduced paged Attention, a strategy for man-
aging KV cache via a page table, a classic defragmentation
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Figure 1: Three KV cache memory management strategies:
(a) Native KV cache with native GPU allocation has a large
volume of fragmentation; (b) vLLM adopted paged memory
management to eliminate most fragmentation but with tightly
coupled kernels; and (c) vTensor decouples computation and
memory allocation with more flexible management.

mechanism. They implemented a page table and an address
translator within a custom CUDA kernel for GPUs, while con-
tinuing to use conventional GPU memory allocation methods,
as illustrated in Figure 1(b). By offering a larger batching
space, paged Attention can outperform traditional KV cache
management in the overall system performance.

Unfortunately, this paged Attention mechanism is tightly
coupled with computation kernels, imposing significant con-
straints on memory and computation flexibility. First, since
paged Attention statically pre-allocates the KV cache with
a specific paged data structure, its occupied memory cannot
be dynamically re-allocated to other data structures including
activations and additional LLM inference instances, which
occupies about 83.2% of GPU memory, leading to substantial
idle capacity on the GPU device. Second, paged Attention
introduces two main drawbacks to computational efficiency
due to the coupled kernel: (1) the coupled kernel significantly
hampers the overall performance of the LLM; (2) the intricate
coordination required between page management and com-
putation kernels leads to extremely high development costs
for new LLM features. Our experiments indicate that the po-
tential performance loss is up to 59% slowdown for emerging
LLM applications such as single-generation, multi-turn chat,
and prefix sharing, due to the limitations imposed by paged
Attention and attentions that are modified to support paged
KV cache.

To address these challenges, we introduce a novel LLM in-
ference framework called FlexInfer. FlexInfer is based on the
vTensor (virtual tensor), an efficient abstraction for manag-
ing GPU’s memory. As shown in Figure 1(c), vTensor offers
two main advantages: computation decoupling and dynamic
memory extensibility. The core design principle of vTensor is

to separate memory defragmentation from the original com-
putation kernel, thereby inherently enhancing memory and
computational flexibility in LLM serving systems.

Computation Flexibility According to our observations,
coupling computation with the page table is not necessary for
defragmenting the KV cache. We propose a more efficient
method to decouple computation from memory defragmenta-
tion kernels. Firstly, vTensor offers an application interface
(API) nearly identical to that of traditional KV cache manage-
ment, without impacting the computation kernel. From the
viewpoint of computation kernels, vTensor remains transpar-
ent and behaves like a standard CUDA-allocated tensor. This
benefit stems from vTensor’s robust abstraction and effective
management of GPU virtual memory. We have developed a
series of operators to manage all memory-related actions in
the KV cache, including allocation, extension, deallocation,
and others. These operators can be effectively implemented
via GPU’s low-level virtual memory management (VMM)
APIs [11, 12]. To enhance execution efficiency, we integrate
vTensor within the LLM serving system to create the Flex-
Infer framework, enabling the scheduling of memory-related
operations without disrupting the original computation.

Memory Flexibility Based on the abstraction provided by
vTensor, we can readily implement a memory defragmenta-
tion strategy. Unlike paged Attention, which relies on CUDA
kernel execution on the GPU, vTensor operates its memory
management on the CPU using C/C++ implementation. vTen-
sor maintains a page table for virtual memory management
and tracks unallocated memory. When a GPU memory al-
location or deallocation request is submitted to vTensor, it
promptly resolves the request, devises an optimized strategy,
and offloads the solution to the GPU for allocating physical
memory chunks. Due to the regularity of LLM inference, we
can pre-allocate memory for new tokens for the subsequent
iteration in advance, highlighting vTensor’s key benefit: dy-
namic memory extendability for LLM’s auto-regressive pro-
cessing. This approach lets us manage all memory scheduling
using CPU-based concurrent management of GPU virtual
memory, which offers greater flexibility. As a result, all mem-
ory management operations can be efficiently overlapped
with and hidden by LLM computations, ensuring no overhead
impacts on LLM serving on FlexInfer.

Finally, FlexInfer employs a CPU and GPU heterogeneous
framework, providing efficient and fragmentation-free mem-
ory management based on vTensor abstraction and support-
ing diverse computation kernels across various LLM archi-
tectures. FlexInfer achieves greater efficiency than previous
paged KV cache systems while maintaining more flexible
defragmentation capabilities. Our experiments demonstrate
that FlexInfer can achieve an average of 1.86× speedups
across 3 applications on 3 predominant LLMs and up to 3.92×
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and 3.27× performance improvements for FLEXINFER ker-
nels compared to SGLang triton prefix prefilling kernels and
vLLM paged Attention kernels, respectively. Moreover, Flex-
Infer offers more flexible memory management for the KV
cache and frees about 71.25% (57GB) of memory on the
A100 GPU, facilitating more memory-intensive scheduling.
Overall, this work makes the following contributions:

• We identify and evaluate the inefficiency of existing paged
KV cache memory management in LLM serving systems
and their impact on performance.

• We introduce and implement vTensor, a new virtual memory
abstraction that offers a continuous virtual address and a
suite of primitives for managing KV cache memory using
CUDA virtual memory management controls.

• We design an efficient vTensor-based inference framework,
FLEXINFER, which enhances both computational and mem-
ory flexibility for LLM serving systems.

• We evaluate FLEXINFER across various LLM serving appli-
cations and demonstrate its superior performance compared
to existing paged KV cache systems, achieving improve-
ments up to 2.4 × in end-to-end evaluation and up to 3.92
× in computation kernels evaluation with equivalent levels
of memory defragmentation.

2 Background

2.1 LLM Inference

Generative large language models (LLMs) [7,52,53,61] oper-
ate in an auto-regressive mode, producing tokens sequentially.
LLMs typically perform two fundamental operations: linear
projection operation and attention operation. The linear pro-
jection operation first calculates query (Q), key (K), and value
(V ) tensors using their respective weights (WQ, WK , and WV ).
Subsequently, the attention mechanism computes the simi-
larity between Q and K, applying this similarity to weight
the corresponding V values and compute the attention out-
put. Finally, the linear projection operation, known as the
feed-forward network, processes the attention output.

The user-facing inference process of generative LLMs typ-
ically consists of two distinct stages: the prefill stage and
the decode stage. [64] In the prefill stage, the model receives
a prompt sequence that sets the context for subsequent text
generation and produces the initial token. In addition, the
prefill stage cached the K and V tensors to prevent redundant
recomputation in the subsequent decode stage.

Following the prefill stage, the decode stage uses the last
token and the KV cache to iteratively generate the next token
and update the KV cache. In other words, the KV cache
continues to expand until the inference process concludes.

2.2 LLM Serving Optimizations

This section delves into recent LLM serving advancements,
such as continuous batching and prefix caching, which are
critical for maximizing serving efficiency.

2.2.1 Continuous Batching

Continuous batching [2,59] is a dynamic strategy that replaces
a completed request in a batch with a new one immediately
after completion. It applies iteration-level scheduling by deter-
mining the batch size per iteration rather than waiting for all
requests to complete. This method significantly boosts GPU
utilization by allowing the insertion of a new request as soon
as another completes.

2.2.2 Prefix Cache

In typical LLM-based applications, the system prompt often
remains constant across various requests. In multi-turn dia-
logues like ChatGPT [8, 43], each new message builds on the
context of all preceding messages. Both scenarios can lead
to the repeated computation of the key-value (KV) cache for
the same prompts, which proves to be computationally costly
and time-consuming.

Accordingly, prior studies suggest an optimization tech-
nique known as prefix caching [55], which stores the KV
cache for shared prompt prefixes to eliminate redundant com-
putations and reduce the initial token generation latency.
When a new request arrives, the LLM can bypass recom-
puting the KV cache for the cached parts, thereby reducing
initial token computation time. This is especially beneficial
in applications with long and repeated prompts or frequent in-
teractions, such as chatbots [9, 38] or virtual assistants [6, 19],
where the same context is repeatedly processed.

The prefix caching improves the performance of LLM-
based applications. However, it also increases GPU memory
usage and poses challenges in combining prefix cache opti-
mizations with efficient computation kernels.

2.2.3 KV Cache Optimization: GQA and MQA

KV cache in attention operation is a key problem for LLM
inference with the memory-bound scenario. Multi-head at-
tention (MHA) involves each query head corresponding to a
distinct key and value head, resulting in significant KV cache
memory consumption. To address this, several KV cache op-
timization technologies have been developed. Multi-query
attention (MQA) [49], all query heads share a single key and
value heads. Grouped-query attention (GQA) [5] dividing
query heads into G groups, where each group shares a single
key head and value head.
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Figure 2: GPU memory usage breakdown using FlashAtten-
tion [16] (Native), vLLM [57], and FlexInfer on GPU A100
with 80 GB memory.

2.3 LLM Serving Systems
LLM serving systems such as vLLM, TensorRT-LLM [42],
LMDeploy [32] and TGI [18], is a framework that supports
the serving process of LLMs. Users can deploy their LLMs
and process serving requests or send requests to the system
via the network for inference feedback.

Existing LLM serving systems have integrated a stack of
optimizations, including the aforementioned ones, and paged
KV-cache, to improve the efficiency of LLM inference. How-
ever, most of these optimizations are memory-related, trading
more memory for less computation or reducing the memory
footprint of the KV cache to improve the request batch size
and increase the throughput. Few systems have focused on
the computation efficiency of LLM serving.

One obvious reason is that the existing paged KV-cache
mechanism couples the memory management with the com-
putation kernels. This coupling demands massive efforts to
migrate existing efficient implementations to the system that
supports paged KV-cache, in other words, lacks flexibility.

2.4 GPU Virtual Memory Management
Owing to the increasing need for applications to man-
age memory with negligible latency and high efficiency,
CUDA introduced low-level virtual memory management
(VMM) [11, 12, 29]. VMM provides primitive operations
such as reserve and map to manipulate the virtual address
space, offering a finer granularity than traditional methods
like cudaMalloc. The new APIs, including cuMemCreate,
cuMemAddressReserve, cuMemMap, and cuMemSetAccess,
enable the creation of more efficient dynamic data structures
and provide better control over GPU memory usage. VMM
reduces internal fragmentation and eliminates costly memory
operations. Consequently, VMM delivers significant perfor-
mance benefits and supports advanced use cases, such as
scalable peer mappings and integration with graphics APIs.

3 Motivation

In this section, we first present the memory issues in the KV
cache of prior LLM systems. Then, we further explore the
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computation limitations with ill-suited memory defragmenta-
tion methods.

3.1 Memory Flexibility
To further explore the existing limitations, we conduct a pre-
liminary memory footprint analysis for FlashAttention [16]
without memory optimization (native) and vLLM [57]. We
also compare them with our design, FlexInfer. All three meth-
ods have the same usage in weight, activation, and KV cache
since they use the same model and dataset. As shown in
Figure 2, the native method suffers from significant fragmen-
tation, which increases with the batch size (BS) and leads to
out-of-memory (OOM) errors when BS is 64. vLLM attempts
to mitigate this by converting KV fragmentation into reserved
memory (yellow bar in Figure 2). vLLM requires static pre-
allocation of all available GPU device memory to construct
a page table capable of addressing all KV tokens. Once the
page table is established, the pre-allocated memory is reserved
exclusively for the KV cache and cannot be utilized for other
allocations, including activations and additional LLM infer-
ence instances. While vLLM addresses fragmentation issues
within a single LLM serving instance, this memory limitation
still significantly restricts the overall functionality of the LLM
serving system, especially in multi-instance scenarios [50].

Our solution, FlexInfer, introduces two key flexibilities.
The first flexibility is free memory. FlexInfer can dynamically
release unused memory, resulting in an average release of 57
GB of memory across different batch sizes, which is 71.25%
of the total 80 GB memory on an NVIDIA A100 GPU, as
shown in Figure 2. The second flexibility is the dynamic
extension. Although our approach requires some reservation
overhead, approximately 4.99%, when the batch size (BS) is
64, this is necessary for storing the page table and supporting
the dynamic extension. In addition, this reservation is released
immediately when the request ends.

3.2 Computation Flexibility
We also find some serious performance issues in existing
systems. The native system suffers from fragmentation and
inefficiency. It experiences substantial overhead due to KV
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cache fragmentation. vLLM has better overall performance
and is now the de facto standard for LLM serving with KV
cache defragmentation. However, it still has low computa-
tional efficiency. The paged Attention incurs CUDA kernel
overheads associated with address translation, which cannot
be overlapped or optimized. Moreover, the deeper reason for
vLLM is that it significantly limits the programming model.
The current implementation of vLLM1 relies solely on CUDA
cores, which significantly restricts its computational capabili-
ties. Specifically, vLLM can only use CUDA cores for running
paged Attention during the decoding phase, resulting in lower
efficiency due to the complex page table translation not being
supported by GPU tensor cores.

Figure 3 shows a roofline model comparing vLLM and
FlexInfer. The performance of vLLM increases with the in-
crease in batch size. vLLM and FlexInfer show similar per-
formance in the MHA with 0.99 arithmetic intensity, which
is an extremely memory-bound application, and the CUDA
core-only is enough to satisfy the computation requirements.
However, the arithmetic intensity increases from MHA to
GQA with decreasing sharing heads and then MQA, which
means they have a higher computation/memory ratio and
higher computation power requirements. As such, from GQA-
H16 (with 16 sharing heads) to GQA-H2 and MQA, vLLM
remains nearly the same performance, finally constrained at
3.6 TFLOP/s, due to the CUDA-kernel-based paged mecha-
nism. For the LLMs with GQA or MQA, the existing paged
KV cache management either uses inefficient CUDA cores
or requires extensive effort to optimize kernels, but still with
low efficiency. In contrast, FlexInfer’s performance improves
with increasing arithmetic intensity. FlexInfer can easily inte-
grate with efficient CUDA kernels, significantly improving
the performance based on computation with GPU tensor core
and memory management with CPU. For LLMs with MQA,
FlexInfer achieves 27.3 TFLOP/s, which is 7.58 × greater
than vLLM.

The existing system exhibits two primary drawbacks in
terms of computational efficiency. Firstly, while vLLM can
outperform in certain scenarios for original Attention kernels
due to their lower arithmetic intensity, this advantage becomes
a significant bottleneck when applying new memory-efficient
optimizations. This limitation prevents vLLM from achieving
further performance gains. Secondly, the handcrafted kernels
in vLLM incur substantial development costs when imple-
menting new LLM features. Our observations indicate that
developing a new paged Attention mechanism typically re-
quires several weeks to months to support emerging features
for rapidly evolving LLM applications and scenarios, such
as prefill KV cache [46]. This prolonged development cycle
significantly constrains the adaptability of the LLM inference
system.

Our solution, FlexInfer, effectively addresses these limita-

1In this study, we use vLLM with git commit 973617ae02a4e8e6190674.
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tions. First, the decoupling mechanism ensures we can avoid
the previous performance issues. Second, the VMM-based
KV memory management and its serving support significantly
improve computation and memory flexibility. Next, we will
present our detailed design and evaluation of FlexInfer in the
following sections.

4 Overview

In this section, we present an overview of our design, which
optimizes computation and memory management for LLM
serving. As Figure 4 shows, our system consists of two main
components: FlexInfer Scheduler and vTensor Manager.

FlexInfer Scheduler As discussed in the previous section,
memory defragmentation has become increasingly critical for
achieving high performance in LLM serving. However, most
previous works have focused less on memory-related opera-
tions, often coupling them with computation kernels, leading
to significant performance loss. To address this, we propose
FlexInfer, a CPU and GPU heterogeneous framework that
decouples and offloads most memory operations to the CPU
and hides them by overlapping GPU computation. Compared
to previous works, which run the memory operations (e.g.,
page table mapping and translating) on GPU [34], the CPU is
better at memory-related actions. When requests are sent to
FlexInfer, it decouples the memory and computation opera-
tions based on the request’s configurations, such as batch size
and sequence length. For computation, the FlexInfer sched-
uler employs original highly-optimized kernels to run LLMs
on GPU tensor cores, maintaining high computational flexi-
bility and efficiency without arithmetic intensity constraints.
For memory management, FlexInfer focuses on scheduling
memory-related behaviors across different stages of LLM
serving. Specifically, FlexInfer provides tailored scheduling
plans to overlap and hide memory allocation and deallocation
with computation during the beginning, prefill, decoding, and
end phases. This strategy significantly mitigates the memory
operation overhead in the LLM serving system.
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vTensor Manager The vTensor Manager (VTM) is the core
design for memory defragmentation. It comprises three com-
ponents: the vTensor Pool (VTP), vTensor Operation (VTO),
and vTensor Scheduler (VTS). The vTensor Scheduler is the
key component in the vTensor Manager. VTS receives instruc-
tions from the FlexInfer scheduler and then creates specific
policies for each instruction based on meta information. This
meta information includes multiple data structures (e.g., hash
table) to record and track memory-related details, such as un-
allocated physical chunks (PCs) and vTensor states. Based on
these policies, VTS dispatches specific operations to allocate
or deallocate memory through the vTensor Operation (VTO).
VTO acts as a “translator” between the scheduling policies
and CUDA low-level VMM APIs. It includes all vTensor
memory-related actions, translates the policies into primitive
APIs, and executes them on the GPU asynchronously. The
execution results are then returned to the vTensor Pool (VTP),
which stores all virtual tensors, including virtual memory
address mapping information between physical chunks and
virtual memory. VTP also updates the meta information in
VTS, which then generates the vTensor for the CUDA kernel
or releases a vTensor.

In the following sections, we will introduce the detailed
design of FlexInfer and vTensor. We first present the vTensor
design in Section 5 and then illustrate how FlexInfer utilizes
and schedules LLM serving based on vTensor in Section 6.

5 vTensor and Management

In this section, we first present the vTensor and its manage-
ment design. We will explain how the vTensor manager ma-
nipulates and generates a vTensor.

5.1 vTensor

vTensor is an efficient abstraction of virtual memory designed
for CUDA kernels. From the perspective of the CUDA kernel,
vTensor is a simple tensor pointer to an array, which is identi-
cal to a standard CUDA-allocated pointer. However, vTensor
is much more complex than its simple abstraction.

As shown in Figure 5, the vTensor pointer is generated by
vTensor Manager (VTM). When a request is sent to vTensor
Scheduler (VTS), VTS will create the allocation strategy and
then let vTensor Operation (VTO) allocate virtual memory
and corresponding physical chunks. The vTensor pointer “∗A”
points to a GPU virtual address (VA), which must be contigu-
ous to be compatible with a standard CUDA-allocated tensor.
Beneath the virtual address, the GPU virtual memory man-
agement (VMM) maintains complete mapping information
of physical chunks (PCs) registered by the VTM before the
CUDA kernel is dispatched to the GPU. VMM allows the
GPU tensor core to access needed data in the GPU global
memory via the virtual address. Please note that the physical
chunks are allocated in the GPU memory, but the physical
chunk handles (PHs) and the virtual memory can be accessed
and managed by the CPU. The handles and virtual memory
only have the indexing information of the physical chunks
without device-host memory transfer. Specifically, we adopt
each physical chunk with a size of 2 MB and store it in GPU
global memory. Its corresponding handle is only a few bytes
in size and is recorded by the vTensor Pool (VTP) and stored
in the CPU’s main memory. As such, we have an opportunity
to develop a series of novel vTensor-based methods to manip-
ulate the complex defragmentation for the KV cache, which
is our basis for vTensor and FlexInfer design.

A key feature of vTensor is the flexible mapping relations
among physical chunks, virtual addresses, and requests. There
are some basic features for the vTensor mappings: (1) A
request can be placed in multiple non-contiguous physical
chunks (e.g., PC 9, PC 6, and PC 8 shown in Figure 5), but the
virtual address must be contiguous; (2) A physical chunk can
be referenced by multiple virtual addresses; (3) A virtual ad-
dress may have a larger memory capacity (e.g., 8) than the real
physical chunks (e.g., 6), meaning some parts of this virtual
address are not mapped to physical chunks. Therefore, VTM
can set the virtual memory address of vTensor with the maxi-
mum sequence length but not allocate real physical chunks for
the new request, naturally eliminating the fragmentation in the
KV cache. These versatile mapping capabilities of vTensor
provide a more flexible and efficient defragmentation solution
for the LLM KV cache.

5.2 vTensor Pool

The vTensor Pool contains the basic data structure for effi-
ciently managing vTensor for the KV cache. There are two
main types of data structure: ordered set and radix tree (i.e.,
prefix tree). As shown in Figure 5, two types of information
of vTensor are returned to VTP, i.e., a virtual address and
corresponding a set of physical handles. Because of vTensor’s
flexible mapping mechanism, we store the virtual address and
physical handle separately in two order sets, noted vSet and
pSet, respectively. We also build a radix tree, rTree, to address
the multi-turn dialogues scenario.
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Modules vTensor Operations
Allocation vAlloc, pAlloc, Map

Deallocation vFree, pFree, Unmap
Tree Operation rPush, rPrefixMatch

Table 1: The categories of vTensor operations.

vSet The vSet consists of a sorted set to store the virtual
address of the vTensor. The virtual address contains a page
table that records all pages’ corresponding physical handles.
Therefore, The virtual address can be viewed as the vTensor.
As shown in Figure 5, we can over-allocate the virtual address
size but only map a few pages to real physical handles. In
practice, when a request comes in, we assign a virtual address
with a maximum sequence length (e.g., 4096 tokens) but only
allocate a few physical chunks (e.g., 256 tokens).

pSet The pSet is also based on a sorted set to store the phys-
ical handles, which has a strict one-to-one correspondence
to the physical chunks. The pSet maintains the necessary at-
tributes for each physical handle to record its statuses, such as
the active state and the vTensor it maps to. Because multiple
vTensors can reference the same physical handle, we manage
the physical chunk like the “hard link” in a Linux system. We
assign a reference counter to each physical handle. Once a
physical chunk is allocated on the GPU, its corresponding
physical handle is inserted into pSet. When the reference
counter is 0, the corresponding physical handle is removed
from the pSet.

rTree. The rTree represents a radix (prefix) tree data struc-
ture storing vTensor as the tree node and facilitates prefix
matching between different LLM serving requests. Once the
previous request is finished and a complete vTensor is gen-
erated, this vTensor will be a prefix KV cache for the next
request. Then, the vTensor’s pointer in vSet will be inserted
into the rTree based on the request’s prefix pattern. When
the next request needs its prefix KV cache, the rTree can
efficiently search for the prefix vTensor. The rTree is an in-
frastructure for prefix-matching features in LLM multi-turn
dialogue scenarios.

We will present the usage of these data structures with the
vTensor operations in the next subsections.

5.3 vTensor Operation
The vTensor Operation provides the memory-related opera-
tions for vTensor, including three main modules: allocation,
deallocation, and advanced operation for manipulating the
prefix tree. Table 1 shows vTensor operations.

5.3.1 Allocation

GPU Interface As shown in Figure 4, the GPU virtual mem-
ory management (VMM) API is the fundamental interface

between the vTensor and GPU. The VMM allocation occurs
with three key primitive operations. First, address reservation
(cuMemReserve): This initial step involves determining the
required memory size and securing the appropriate virtual
address space. Next, physical creation (cuMemCreate): Here,
the system generates actual data segments in GPU physical
memory. Finally, mapping (cuMemMap): This stage links the
physical data segments to the reserved virtual address, al-
lowing tensors to access the memory efficiently. This trio of
steps, reserving, creating, and mapping, forms the compre-
hensive mechanism for allocating a primitive virtual memory
block. VTO invokes these primitive APIs through operations
to support diverse KV cache management.

pAlloc(N) The physical allocation pAlloc(N) first will
check the pSet to find available physical chunks without stor-
ing the tokens. Suppose the rest of the available chunks in
pSet are M, which is less than N. In that case, the pAlloc
will continue to utilize the cuMemCreate API to allocate new
N −M physical chunks from the GPU global memory and
insert returned handles into pSet. In this study, we use 2 MB
chunk size. It’s the only vTensor operation that can increase
GPU memory usage. Physical allocation is the basic memory
operation that is independent of virtual allocation.

vAlloc(S) The vAlloc(S) is the virtual allocation function,
which similarly checks the vSet to find an available virtual ad-
dress space, else allocate and reserve the virtual address with
S bytes of virtual address space via cuMemAddressReserve
API. In an LLM task, we allocate the virtual address with
the S = maximum sequence length, and all virtual addresses
share the same length. It’s a lightweight operation that only
reserves the virtual address space for the vTensor and does
not allocate any physical chunks. The virtual address will
be recorded in the vSet. In contrast, the virtual allocation
does not allocate new physical memory. Under the massive
overhead [29] caused by CUDA VMM APIs, the decoupling
virtual and physical allocation design is exactly the key design
for efficient KV cache defragmentation.

Map(VA, PCs) After allocating the virtual address (VA)
and physical chunks (PCs), we need to map the virtual ad-
dress to a subset of physical chunks and make the virtual
address accessible to the real data using the cuMemMap API.
The mapping function is the key to ensuring our design is
flexible to memory management.

5.3.2 Deallocation.

The operation in deallocating is the reverse operation corre-
sponding to the allocation. The state of the unmapped phys-
ical chunks and virtual addresses will be modified to make
them available for future reuse. The Unmap() operation is
called to unmap the virtual address from physical chunks, and
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Figure 6: An example of vTensor scheduling.

vFree() and pFree() are to free the resources on GPU. The
deallocation module introduces a lazy deallocation mecha-
nism instead of actively deallocating the vTensor and physical
chunks to reduce memory operation overheads. In practice,
we usually use the unmap operation instead of freeing their
resource on the GPU until the serving task ends.

5.3.3 Tree Operations

The tree operations are to manipulate the prefix tree. The
rPush(vTensor) operation is used to insert the vTensor
pointer into the rTree for prefix matching features. In our
rTree design, we store each vTensor as a distinct node. First,
rTree will check if there are any nodes that share the com-
mon prefix pattern with the inserting vTensor. If there is, we
will keep traversing its children nodes until none match the
remaining prefix, at which point the vTensor will be inserted
as a child of the current node. If there are no such nodes, then
this vTensor will be inserted as the root of a new radix tree in
the rTree.

The rPrefixMatch(vTensor) operation is used to search
the rTtree for a node that matches the prefix pattern of the
vTensor. The rTree traversing process is similar to the rPush
operation. The rPrefixMatch will return the vTensor pointer
stored and still maintain this prefix record for subsequent
requests.

5.4 vTensor Scheduler

This section presents the vTensor Scheduler (VTS), which
leverages vTensor Pool and vTensor Operation to achieve
efficient memory scheduling. The vTensor Scheduler is de-
signed to receive memory instructions from the FLEXINFER
scheduler and execute the vTensor operations. Figure 6 shows
the VTS scheduling strategy with an example. The vTensor
scheduler has five basic operations, including create, extend,
related, and two prefix-related operations: prefix record and
prefix match.

Create The Create is to initialize the new request. It will
employ the pAlloc and vAlloc to allocate needed physical
chunks and virtual memory addresses. Then, VTS will map
the physical chunks of the virtual memory using the Map
operation, combining a complete vTensor, which will return
to the CUDA kernel.

Extend As shown in Figure 6 (2), the Extend operation is
fundamental to LLM serving of FlexInfer. VTS dynamically
expands sequence length during decoding to generate new
tokens iteratively. VTS uses the pAlloc to allocate a new phys-
ical chunk and map it to the virtual address, which has been
allocated in the Create operation. This dynamic extension pol-
icy is crucial to vTensor’s design, enabling memory flexibility
and computational efficiency. The process involves two key
advantages.

First, an extension of a new physical chunk in the KV cache
is dispatched preemptively before computation with existing
chunks. This asynchronous approach allows memory allo-
cation to overlap with computation, minimizing overhead.
Notably, pAlloc may reuse available physical chunks from
the pSet, potentially avoiding new GPU allocations. These
scheduling and optimization techniques significantly reduce
memory allocation overhead compared to previous methods.
Second, vTensor consistently maintains compact GPU mem-
ory usage, contrasting with prior KV cache systems that pre-
allocated all GPU memory exclusively for the KV cache.

Prefix Record and Match Prefix Record and Match opera-
tions support the prefix KV cache, reducing recomputation in
multi-turn dialogues. As illustrated in Figure 6(3), when a dia-
logue is marked for continuation, VTS records the vTensor in
the rTree as a prefix candidate. Figure 6(4) demonstrates how
VTS efficiently retrieves the vTensor using a radix tree when
a subsequent request requires the prefix. Upon obtaining the
prefix vTensor (VA-0), VTS allocates a new virtual address
(VA-1) and duplicates the page table and metadata of VA-0.
Importantly, physical chunks are not reallocated; instead, they
are mapped to existing chunks at the new virtual address (VA-
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1). This approach significantly reduces memory allocation
overhead and usage, enabling efficient support for the prefix
KV cache. Subsequently, the prefix-sharing request transi-
tions to a regular request, utilizing the Extend mechanism for
generating additional tokens, as depicted in Figure 6(5).

Release Fundamentally, our VTM design retains GPU re-
sources until either the LLM serving ends or an explicit
memory-emptying operation is invoked, which can occur at
any time. This approach allows VTM to maintain allocated
resources, minimizing memory overhead. However, a Release
policy is still necessary to return virtual addresses and physi-
cal chunks to their available status, enabling other requests to
use them, as shown in Figure 6(6).

6 FlexInfer Scheduler

FlexInfer enables efficient LLM execution on GPU tensor
cores by scheduling highly optimized kernels without mem-
ory addressing constraints. The FlexInfer scheduler translates
diverse request types into distinct memory instructions, which
are then processed by the VTM. These instructions are de-
tailed in Section 5.4. Algorithm 1 summarizes FlexInfer’s
request scheduling strategy, which asynchronously dispatches
computation and memory actions. For new requests, FlexIn-
fer invokes Create or Prefix Match operations in the VTM to
initialize request memory and construct the vTensor. Subse-
quently, it provides the vTensor pointer to the computation
kernel and asynchronously dispatches it to the GPU tensor
core. During decoding, it dynamically extends the vTensor’s
physical chunks to meet memory demands. If resources are
insufficient, the scheduler preempts the lowest priority request
and reallocates its resources.

The scheduler employs a series of vTensor scheduling
strategies to interact with the VTM, streamlining the schedul-
ing logic. Upon program termination, the scheduler releases
all vTensors and associated resources. This asynchronous
scheduling ensures that extension operations precede compu-
tation kernels, effectively overlapping and concealing memory
overhead during LLM serving, thus enhancing computation
and memory flexibility.

7 Evaluation

We develop FLEXINFER based on the vLLM project with
3000 lines of Python and C++ modifications, together with
a C++ library for vTensor manager, and integrate flash-attn-
2.5.8 into FLEXINFER using vTensor. We evaluate the per-
formance of FLEXINFER from computation kernels to end-
to-end serving scenarios with popular language models to
verify computation and memory flexibility. We choose vLLM
v0.4.2 as the baseline for comparison under diverse condi-
tions, including computation kernels in both decoding and

Algorithm 1: The request scheduling Strategy.
Input: configurations for LLM serving: con f ig;

prioritized LLM serving request queue
requests: Requests.
vTensor Manager: V T M.

Output: Requests status, Scheduled Requests.
1 def Prefill(request, config):
2 if prefix then
3 status = VTM.call(Prefix_Match, Request)
4 if status == failure then
5 VTM.call(Create, Request)
6 VTM.call(Extend, Request)
7 VTM.call(Extend, Request) // Pre Extend

for the next physical chunk

8 else
9 VTM.call(Create, Request)

10 VTM.call(Extend, Request)
11 VTM.call(Extend, Request)

12 def Decode(request, config):
13 if no enough resources then
14 Preempted_Request = Get_Preempted_Request()
15 VTM.call(Release, Preempted_Request)

16 VTM.call(Extend, Request) // Extend for the
next physical chunks

17 def Schedule(config, Requests):
18 foreach request ∈ Requests do
19 if Request.type == Prompt then
20 Prefill(request, config)

21 else if Request.type == Decode then
22 Decode(request, config)

23 else if Request.type == Release then
24 VTM.call(Release, Request)

25 else if Request.type == Finished then
26 VTM.call(Prefix Record, Request)

27 return Record_Request_Status(Requests)

prefix-prefilling stages, multi-turn chatbot, single-generation,
and prefix-sharing scenarios. Through the evaluation, we aim
to demonstrate the effectiveness of FLEXINFER in improving
the flexibility of LLM serving systems. FLEXINFER achieves
an average performance improvement of 2.12× and 3.15× in
the decoding kernel and prefix-prefilling kernels respectively,
which is up to 3.27 × and 3.92×. End-to-end evaluation il-
lustrates 1.86× average throughput improvement and up to
2.4× throughput increase in end-to-end serving scenarios
compared to vLLM. Moreover, it saves up to 80% (57 GB)
GPU memory usage compared to vLLM.
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7.1 Methodology

Setup. We conduct all experiments on a server with eight
NVIDIA A100(80GB) GPUs and an Intel Xeon Platinum
8369B CPU. These GPUs are interconnected via NVLink.

Evaluation Scenarios. We evaluate FLEXINFER across
multiple self-attention computation kernels and end-to-end
serving scenarios on different LLMs. For end-to-end serving,
we focus on single-generation and prefix-caching scenarios
containing multi-turn chatbot and prefix-sharing scenarios.
For kernel implementations, we focused on a self-attention
mechanism, including decoding and prefix-prefilling kernels.
This mechanism is evaluated in GQA with the KV head num-
ber equal to 4 and Q head=32 as default to align with the
LLMs we evaluate.

Models and Dataset. We conduct our evaluation on three
representative LLMs with their official configurations, includ-
ing Yi-6B-200K (32 heads for query, 4 heads for KV), Yi-9B-
32K (32 heads for query, 4 heads for KV), and Yi-34B-32K
(56 heads for query, 8 heads for KV) [1, 3]. We have also
evaluated LLama models [4, 52, 53], which have the same
model architecture as the Yi-series model. We only report
the results in Yi models owing to the space limitation. We
use a synthetic dataset from SGLang [63] for multi-turn chat-
bot and prefix-sharing scenarios. In the context of single-
generation scenarios, we construct our dataset by excerpting
data from an open-source LLM long context dataset named
LV-Eval [60]. To emulate real-world complexity and chal-
lenge models with long input-output, we truncate the dataset
such that prompts range in length from 6,000 to 8,000 tokens,
while output lengths fluctuate between 2,000 and 4,000 to-
kens, thereby avoiding a uniform alignment between prompt
and response sizes. For multi-turn chat, we evaluate each re-
quest with distinct prompts, which means less common prefix-
sharing and focuses on multi-turn chatbot performance. The
prompt length is set to 2K and generates 2K tokens for each
turn. For the prefix-sharing scenario, each request shares the
same prefix prompt with 12K length and 4k distinct prompt
and generates 10 tokens.

Baselines. In end-to-end evaluation, we compare FLEXIN-
FER against vLLM v0.4.2 [44] with both single-turn chat
and prefix-caching scenarios. For kernel evaluation, we com-
pare FLEXINFER against different versions of FlashAttention,
PagedAttention from vLLM, and triton prefix-prefilling ker-
nel from SGLang [63], which is adopted by vLLM, too. For
convenience, we take PagedAttention as vLLM, FlashAtten-
tion with paged KV cache as FA_paged, our virtual-memory-
enabled FlashAttention as FLEXINFER, native FlashAttention
as FA_native and triton prefix-prefilling kernels as SGLang.
We adopt the v2.5.8 version of FlashAttention.

7.2 Computation Kernel Performance Evalua-
tion
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Figure 7: Evaluation on decoding kernels from different per-
spectives. The left and middle figure illustrates the effect on
decoding kernels when batch size and KV cache sequence
length vary. The right one shows how the attention head num-
bers of K and V in the self-attention mechanism affect the
performance of decoding kernels.

7.2.1 Decoding Kernel Evaluation

In the left of Figure 7, we evaluate different attention ker-
nels with varied batch sizes with KV cache sequence length
fixed to 16K. We observe that FLEXINFER owns an average
speedup of 2.78× compared to vLLM PagedAttention and
1.02× performance compared to native FlashAttention. This
acceleration reaches the peak when batch size comes to 32,
which is 3.08× speedup compared to PagedAttention and
1.2× compared to native FlashAttention. We can also notice
that the performance of Paged FlashAttention stays the same
in the evaluated batch size range, and the average overhead
of Page FlashAttention is 42% compared to FLEXINFER. We
assume that it’s caused by supporting paged KV cache mem-
ory accessing, as the native FlashAttention performs normally.
This phenomenon to some extent indicates the difficulty of
refactoring the paged kernels to support the architecture with
higher compute capability while showcasing the superior per-
formance and computation flexibility of FLEXINFER

For the middle of Figure 7, we conduct kernel evaluation
on different sequence lengths of the KV cache with batch
size = 16. When the sequence length varies, we can observe
an average performance improvement in FLEXINFER ker-
nels of 2.67×, 1.59× and 1.02× speedup in comparison with
PageAttention, Paged FlashAttention and native FlashAtten-
tion respectively. The peak speedup occurs when the sequence
length is equal to 1024, which is 3.27× higher than PageAt-
tention.

In the right of the Figure 7, we exploit the performance
of decoding kernels with different KV head numbers. For
convenience, the batch size and KV cache sequence length
are set to 16 and 16K respectively. We can notice a trend that
the speedup of FLEXINFER kernels increases as the KV head
numbers. To be specific, this speedup increases from 1.03×
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Figure 8: Evaluation on prefix-prefilling kernel implementa-
tions. The left figure explores the effect on prefix-prefilling
kernels with varied batch sizes. The right figure shows how
prefix-prefilling kernels perform with different prefix ratios.

in MHA when the KV head number is equal to 32 to 8.0×
in MQA when the KV head number is equal to 1. Within
this process, FLEXINFER kernel achieves 1.01× of native
FlashAttention performance and 1.23× of Paged FlashAt-
tention performance, proving its robustness and computation
flexibility.

7.2.2 Prefix-prefilling Kernel Evaluation

On the left of Figure 8, we evaluate different prefix-prefilling
kernels with varied batch sizes. The sequence length is fixed to
16K and the prefix ratio is 0.5. FLEXINFER’s prefix-prefilling
kernel achieves 3.40× speed up than the triton kernel pro-
posed by SGLang and adopted by vLLM while preserving
0.98 × performance of native FlashAttention and 1.12times
of Paged FlashAttention. The speed-up grows with batch size,
because of the higher compute capability of FLEXINFER ker-
nels, and reaches peak when batch size is 16, which is 3.49×
compared to triton kernel.

In the right of Figure 8, with the decrease of the prefix:
prompt ratio, we witness the rise in speed-up from 2.9× to
3.92×. In the case of a fixed context length, as the proportion
of prefix tokens increases, the computational power required
for attention operations will be relatively small. At this point,
FLEXINFER and flash-attn can fully utilize the computational
power of the GPU.

7.2.3 Page Table Overhead Analysis

We can observe the obvious page table overhead from the
above analysis on Figure 7 and Figure 8. In our evaluation,
the performance of FA_paged is fluctuant and can lead to
up to 3x more latency than the native one. And we attribute
this phenomenon to FA_paged’s bad compatibility with this
input shape. When the input scale gets larger, this overhead
stabilizes to an average of 43% in the decoding kernel and
15% in the prefix-prefilling kernel. PageAttention, however,
optimized specially for paged KV cache memory accessing,
suffers the difficulty of refactoring the kernels to support
the architecture with higher compute capability instead of
this fluctuation in performance. Native FlashAttention, on
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Figure 9: End-to-end Single-generation Evaluation on Com-
putation Flexibility with different models and parallelisms.

the other hand, leveraging advanced computing capability
and achieving up to 3.2x speed up compared to PageAtten-
tion, takes evident overhead to migrate its implementation to
support paged KV cache. With FLEXINFER’s computation
flexibility, we can easily integrate with efficient CUDA ker-
nels, significantly improving the performance based on GPU
tensor core with little computation overhead.

7.3 End-to-End Performance Evaluation
7.3.1 Single-generation Scenario.

In single-generation, one request demands one prefilling com-
putation and multiple decoding computations. Therefore, we
conduct evaluations to assess the impact of efficient decod-
ing kernels in end-to-end scenarios. We evaluate the single-
generation scenario with Yi-6B-200K, Yi-9B-32K, and Yi-
34B-32K, with tensor parallelism degrees of 1, 2, and 4 re-
spectively.

We observe a substantial throughput increase for FLEXIN-
FER in our evaluation. As illustrated in Figure 9, the through-
put of FLEXINFER exhibits a notable upward trend which is
on average 1.8 ×, 1.3× and 1.4× respectively for 3 models as
the batch size grows. These models achieve peak throughout
when batch size is 64, which is 2.02×, 1.5×, and 1.53× per-
formance compared to vLLM. This enhancement is directly
attributed to the joint effort of optimized decoding kernels
and memory optimizations within FLEXINFER.

7.3.2 Prefix-caching Scenarios.

Prefix-caching scenarios include multi-turn chat and prefix-
sharing scenarios. For multi-turn chat evaluation, we focus on
the effectiveness of end-to-end performance of FLEXINFER.
For fork evaluation, we focus on the effectiveness of prefix-
prefilling kernel.

As the right of Figure 10 shows, prefix cache achieves
acceleration for both FLEXINFER and vLLM when compu-
tation demands are low. However, FLEXINFER outperforms
vLLM by up to 2.0x in throughput when batch size grows.
FLEXINFER achieves this remarkable acceleration primarily
through its highly efficient prefix-prefilling kernel. As the
left of Figure 10 shows, due to the poor implementation of
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Figure 10: End-to-end Prefix-caching Evaluation on Compu-
tation Flexibility with Yi-6B.

the prefix-prefilling kernel used in vLLM, its performance is
consistent with not using the prefix kernel and directly using
the flash-attn kernel. But, FLEXINFER can outperform vLLM
by up to 2.42x in throughput.

7.4 Memory Efficiency of FlexInfer
We evaluate memory flexibility by collecting FLEXINFER
runtime memory trace when serving requests with Yi-6B in
A100 (80G). Figure 11a depicts the relationship between
running batch size and memory usage of FLEXINFER and
vLLM. FLEXINFER can adjust the memory usage according
to the batch size. When the batch size is small, FLEXINFER
can save almost all KV cache GPU memory compared to
prior works.

Figure 11b takes a more practical perspective. The exist-
ing solution statically partitions the GPU memory for KV
cache memory management. However, when the request rate
fluctuates, the memory usage of the KV cache is not fully
utilized, leading to a waste of GPU memory. FLEXINFER
provides flexibility in memory reservation and enables future
application colocation during LLM serving.

8 Related Works and Discussion

Virtual Memory Management. Virutal memory manage-
ment has been long considered in machine learning systems
to boost memory utilization and realize unified memory man-
agement. NVIDIA’s Unified Virtual Memory (UVM) [40]
technology enables applications to allocate memory accessi-
ble for both reading and writing by code executing on CPUs
or GPUs, a feature supported beginning with the Pascal GPU
architecture [41]. vDNN [48] propose a runtime memory
management solution that virtualizes the memory usage of
deep neural networks across both GPU and CPU memories
to reduce memory usage in DNN workloads. In the LLM
era, GMLake [29] employs CUDA low-level virtual memory
management to manage the memory of large-scale models
finetuning workloads and reduces memory fragmentation. For
serving scenarios, vAttention [47] is a concurrent work that
focuses on dynamically managing KV cache with similar
CUDA low-level virtual memory management APIs and fa-
cilitates efficient LLM serving.
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Figure 11: Memory flexibility evaluation for Yi-6B model.
(b) shows memory traces for different request rates.

Efficient LLM serving techniques. Memory efficient tech-
niques like Quantization [25, 26, 28, 30, 36, 58, 62] and Prun-
ing [23, 24, 27, 37, 56] serve as important roles to reduce the
memory footprint of LLM workloads. Explorations in compu-
tation such as FlashAttention [15,16], FlashInfer [20] improve
the computation efficiency of LLM serving. There are also
discussions on LLM serving scheduling strategies. Contin-
uous batching [57, 59] is proposed to implement dynamic
batch partitioning and mitigate the interference between dif-
ferent requests. To further eliminate the interference between
the prefill and decode stage, recent works [21, 31, 45, 64]
propose to disaggregate the prefill and decode stage into dif-
ferent instances. Efficient KV cache management has been
also a hot topic recently. KV cache defragmentation [57]
facilitates larger serving batch sizes in the serving system.
Prefix-caching [22, 63] enables faster prefill processing by
managing and reusing the previous KV cache. Distributed KV
cache [35] supports efficient KV cache orchestration across
the memory of GPUs and CPUs in a data center. Different self-
attention types such as GQA [5], MQA [49], and MLA [17]
are designed to further reduce the volume of KV cache, which
is orthogonal to general compression techniques.

9 Conclusion

By introducing the vTensor abstraction and decoupling
memory management from computation, FlexInfer has ad-
dressed critical inefficiencies in existing LLM serving sys-
tems. The FLEXINFER’s computation flexibility facilitates
up to 3.92× kernel performance improvements compared to
widely adopted kernel implementation in the LLM serving
system. Our framework achieves up to 2.4× and on average
1.86 × speedup across diverse models and applications in
end-to-end experiments. Moreover, FlexInfer’s ability to free
71.25% (57GB) of GPU memory on average opens new pos-
sibilities for memory-intensive tasks. These improvements in
both computational efficiency and memory utilization mark
a crucial step forward for LLM deployment. As LLMs grow
in size and importance, our framework would be essential to
ensure their efficient and cost-effective operation at scale.
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